Types of Cupolas

There are two main types of cupolas: Decorative and Functional. Decorative Cupolas sit on top of a closed roof. Functional Cupolas are open to the main structure. (See illustrations below.)

**#1**

DECORATIVE CUPOLA WITH INTERNAL CROSS BRACE

Not Open To Main Structure Below

**#2**

FUNCTIONAL CUPOLA WITH VAULTED CEILING

Open to Main Structure Below

**#3**

DECORATIVE CUPOLA NO INTERNAL CROSS BRACE

Not Open To Main Structure Below

**#4**

FUNCTIONAL CUPOLA WITH CEILING

Open to Main Structure Below

Decorative Cupola with Internal Cross Brace

Functional Cupola with Vaulted Ceiling

Decorative Cupola with No Internal Cross Brace

Functional Cupola with Ceiling and Internal Access